KAMCHATKA: A REAL PARADISE!

If you were looking for the earthy heaven, the Kamchatka peninsula with its deep snows, wild rivers, great ocean, plains, rocks and mountains is just the place for you. This is the place, where life goes on all year round. We offer various Kamchatka tours in September, all of them providing the opportunity to enjoy active lifestyle and the kaleidoscope of beautiful sights and attractions along the way. Just find out the important details!

September is the perfect month to see the splendor and beauty of the area. Just like all other months of the tourist season, September is safe for tourists with any physical condition and experience. You will encounter both an adventure and incredible landscapes painted by Nature itself in bright colours. Kamchatka even smells different in autumn. The cool air is rich with the fragrance of innumerable plants and flowers.
DAY 1
SEPTEMBER 3rd
Welcome to guests, transfer to the heliport, flight to Tumrok tourist complex with a tour to the Valley of Geysers and the Uzon caldera.

DAY 2
SEPTEMBER 4th
Flight to a fishing trip on the Storozh river, and then flight over the Klyuchevsky volcano group with a landing on the Tolbachik volcanic complex. Return to Tumrok.

DAY 3
SEPTEMBER 5th
Flight to a fishing trip on the Zhupanov river. Staying overnight in rafters' tent camp.

DAY 4
SEPTEMBER 6th
Rafting down the Zhupanov river and raft fishing. In the evening, flight over to the city and check-in at Park Hotel.

DAY 5
SEPTEMBER 7th
Helicopter tour to Kurile Lake and Khodutka thermal springs. Fishing on the Savan river. Flight to Russkaya Bay, check-in and overnight stop on board of the KOSATKA sailing catamaran.

DAY 6
SEPTEMBER 8th
Giant halibut sea fishing, a walk to the Pyramidny Cape and Listvennichnaya Bay. Entering Listvennichnoye Lake in motor boats for salmon fishing. Return to the city. Transfer to the hotel.

DAY 7
SEPTEMBER 9th
Trophy deep sea fishing for rock greenling.

DAY 8
SEPTEMBER 10th
Transfer to the airport, flight to Vladivostok.
Feast your eyes upon such unique natural phenomena as the eruption of geysers, and views which are simply breathtaking and unbelievable for an urban dweller: incredible thermal fields of hydrothermally altered rocks and variegated clays, numerous splashing fountains of boiling springs and small geysers, greenish thermophilic algae, cold and hot streams and waterfalls...

A tour to the Valley of Geysers provides a unique opportunity to see one of the seven wonders of Russia and to enjoy a variety of microclimates and the amazing nature of this protected area. You will enjoy a bird's eye view of the majestic mountain tops and active volcano peaks, wild rivers, mist-shrouded lakes and the vast magnificence of the taiga. You will hear an experienced guide narrating to you the discovery of the Valley of Geysers, natural disasters and thrilling adventures of this unique land.

DAY 1
SEPTEMBER 3rd

Welcome to guests, transfer to the heliport, flight to Tumrok tourist complex with a tour to the Valley of Geysers and the Uzon caldera.
There are places in Kamchatka accessible only by helicopter. Located in the middle part of the Kamchatka peninsula, Tumrok tourist complex is lodged within the boundaries of a protected Tumroki Tract area at the foot of the ancient active volcano Kizimen. The tourist complex is surrounded by centuries-old larch-trees. Russian-style buildings fit perfectly into the natural landscape. This is a great way to recharge your batteries in the wilderness away from civilization, to relax and exchange your impressions while admiring the endless taiga from your windows. Tumrok hot springs on the territory of the complex possess unique healing properties and constitute one of local attractions. All in all, Tumrok boasts 15 thermal springs. Located in small cupholes, some of the springs are equipped with wooden frames and resemble miniature pools set on the background of wild nature. With 4 miniature pools with water temperature varying from 20 to 49 degrees and a cool spring with pure mineral drinking water, the benefits of thermal waters are available to every guest.
The distance between the heliport in the city of Yelizovo and Tumrok tourist complex is more than 300 kilometers. It will take two full days to walk from the complex to the nearest village. Tumrok tourist complex is located in the wilderness at the foot of the magnificent volcano Kizimen. The volcano is 2375 m high. The volcano's fumaroles are clearly visible from the complex. The straight distance from the base to the volcano is 10 km. The Storozh river flows along the border of the Tumrok's territory. Guests are transferred to Tumrok by helicopters. The flight from Elizovo heliport to Tumrok commonly takes about 1 hour 50 minutes. General description of the territory of the complex. Tumrok tourist complex is located in a protected area. The tourist complex consists of: a hotel; a dining room; five pools with natural thermal water. The water temperature in the springs is different; a source of drinking mineral water; changing rooms at the springs; garden house.
The largest group of volcanoes in Russia, it occupies an area of 6.5 thousand km². It is located in the central part of the Kamchatka peninsula in the lower reaches of the Kamchatka river, at its turn to the east, in the sources of the Right and Left Tolbachik rivers. This group of volcanoes is located at the junction of the Kurile-Kamchatka and Aleutian volcanic zones. Its estimated age is a few hundred thousand years. Of the 14 volcanos in the group, 4 are active: Bezymyanny, Dalny Plosky, Klyuchevsky and Plosky Tolbachik, and 10 are extinct. The Klyuchevsky group also contains some 400 smaller volcanic formations of the type of lava and cinder cones and extrusive domes. The height of Klyuchevskaya Sopka volcano varies from 4750 to 4850 m and more above sea level. It has been 4835 m high since its last eruption on August 15, 2013. Klyuchevskaya Sopka is the highest peak in Russia beyond the Caucasus.

Flowing in a quiet, hard-to-reach corner of the taiga and accessible only by helicopter, the Storozh river is the perfect place for salmon fishing. It is a busy spawning place for quite a number of fish species: chinook salmon, sockeye salmon, chum salmon, coho salmon, pink salmon, brook trout and white-spotted charr. You will not only enjoy a relaxing holiday away from fussy civilization and experience the beauty of nature, but also will get a really rich fish crop!

**DAY 2**
**SEPTEMBER 4th**
Flight to a fishing trip on the Storozh river, and then flight over the Klyuchevsky volcano group with a landing on the Tolbachik volcanic complex. Return to Tumrok.
The Zhupanov river is one of the most fascinating KAMCHATKA RIVERS. It is so unique that it is hardly possible to find a similar river in the whole of Kamchatka. A well-known journalist, TV presenter and Animal World host Vasily Peskov made it the subject of a number of articles and stories. It is a popular place with Russian Presidents. The U.S. ex-President Jim Carter came to fish here. Because there is no better place. Really. The Zhupanov river boasts a winning combination of important factors. The first of them is that the river is only 90 km away from Yelizovo airport. Making its way exclusively through the Kamchatka Eastern ridge, it is fast and beautiful with dashing rapids. The water in the Zhupanov river is crystal clear. Its banks are clear from human settlements and roads. It flows in the vicinity of four active volcanos. You can also find thermal springs in its lower reaches near the Dzenzur tributary. And there are really tons of fish. Both salmon and sea run charr (dolly varden and white-spotted charr) are abundant. The Zhupanov river is recognized as the unique habitat of the largest rainbow trout in the Northern hemisphere. Moscow State University ichthyologists consider the Zhupanov river one of the five rivers from where the rainbow trout species had originated.

DAY 3
SEPTEMBER 5th

Flight to a fishing trip on the Zhupanov river. Staying overnight in rafters’ tent camp.
The benefits of rafting down the Zhupanov river are clear. Places and landscapes are constantly changing, creating different fishing conditions and providing diversified catch. Raft fishing typically yields a generous catch of large rainbow trout and both charr and white-spotted charr.

DAY 4
SEPTEMBER 6th

Rafting down the Zhupanov river and raft fishing. In the evening, flight over to the city and check-in at Park Hotel.
Designed for secluded holidays and a small number of guests, Park Hotel provides remarkably comfortable accommodation. Relaxed modern style, cozy rooms and apartments with all possible comforts together with the amazing Kamchatka nature with its healing thermal waters create a unique combination of the exotic and the luxurious. The hotel overlooks the river valley and is surrounded by ancient Kamchatka stone birches. The territory is securely guarded 24/7.
The lake is the largest spawning ground on the peninsula. More than five million specimens of sockeye salmon come here every year to spawn. The mass influx of salmon also makes it a major forage base for the brown bear of Kamchatka. During the spawning time, the shores are crowded with bears. With as many as a hundred bears at the same time, splashing about, excitedly chasing the scarlet clouds of caviar, or sprawling leisurely in the grass or under trees, bear fishing is an incredible sight.

**DAY 5**

**SEPTEMBER 7th**

Helicopter tour to Kurile Lake and Khodutka thermal springs. Fishing on the Savan river. Flight to Russkaya Bay, check-in and overnight stop on board of the KOSATKA sailing catamaran.
The Russkaya Bay is a great place to observe large gray whales and whole clans of killer whales, cutting the surface with their black triangular fins. The La Perouse rocks are often covered with sea otters, basking in the sun. Cape Kekurny at the entrance to Russkaya Bay is the sealing ground of about a hundred sea-lions. Giant halibut fishing in the morning and salmon fishing in Listvennichnoye Lake make up no less important parts of this day.
Trophy deep sea fishing for rock greenling

Fishing at a depth of 200 to 500 meters takes place in the deep crack of the Avachinsky Bay with special fishing rods. The vessel is equipped with state-of-the-art Japanese electric fishing tackle. The catch includes rare trophy fish as well as cod, deep water sea bass and halibut.

DAY 7
SEPTEMBER 9th

Trophy deep sea fishing for rock greenling.

DAY 8
SEPTEMBER 10th

Transfer to the airport, flight to Vladivostok.